
KREON FIGURE
WITH TWO MODES

KRE-O TRaNSFORMERS MIcRO-cHaNGERS 
are a brand new way to play with your favorite 

aUTObOTS & DEcEpTIcONS. Now Kreon 
figures are also 2-in-1 and can be built in robot 

form& rebuilt in their own alternate build.
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ScORpONOK®

I’m Scorponok, and I’m always one step ahead of the game. If you think you can outsmart me, 
you’ve got another thing coming – in the form of my toxic tail! I’m big, I’m bad, and if the 
Decepticons know what’s good for ‘em, pretty soon I’ll be in charge!
Rival: Galvatron
Big Plan: Take over the Decepticons. Conquer Earth.
Favorite Hangout: The biggest throne he can find.

SUNSTORM®

I’m so hot, I’m on fire! No, really. I’m actually on fire. My fusion-fueled fury pulses out through 
my cyberalloy chassis and melts anyone who gets too close. Sure, I’m fast and powerful, 
but it gets lonely being so scorching.
Fondest wish: To get a hug from someone whose arms didn’t immediately melt off.
Power source: Brick-powered fusion
Big Plan: To learn how to chill

SpINISTERTM

I am known as Spinister. I am dark, silent and dangerous. You are one of the few to hear of me 
and survive, so keep it on the down low, all right? I can’t have a bunch of squishy humans 
blabbing my name and ruining my mysterious rep.
Hobby: Hiding fusion bombs in the Autobot restroom.
Dark Secret: Terrified of Galvatron.
Best Friend: His beam cannon.

GaLVaTRON®

Nothing stands before Galvatron! I am supreme! I am totally awesome! I am the scariest thing 
ever to come out of the mouth of a weirdly pudgy planet monster! Look upon me and despair!
Hobby: Conquest
Likes: Disintegrating traitors.
Boss: UniKREON

cRaNKSTaRTTM

What was that? Did you hear that? Someone’s out to get me! I can’t see ‘em, but I know they’re 
there. A lot of the other Kreons call me paranoid. They think I’m off my brick. But you’d be 
paranoid too if you knew someone was out there hunting you.
Hobby: Hiding
Likes: Not being found
Enemies: Everyone, as far as he’s concerned

WaSpINaTORTM

WASPINATOR not like other brick-bots! WASPINATOR looooooves being taken apart! Oh yes! 
There is nothing WASPINATOR loves more than being just a head on a table! Please 
disassemble WASPINATOR!
Hobby: Getting blown up.
Favorite Hangout: In shadows, behind big rocks. Anywhere lasers can’t hit him.
Preferred Status: Disassembled
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Product and colors may vary.
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